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NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS

MATH RESOURCE ITEMS
FOR

MINIMAL COMPETENCY TESTING

The Demand for Minimal C m etenc Testjno Materials

Mandates for minimal competency testing are stemming from state legis-
latures, state and local boards of eduation and concerned parents
andtaxpayers, _Month,byemonth the demand for suitable testing mate-
rials in the basic skills area continues to grow. Somestates and
districts are looking for instruments that can be used for grade-to-
grade promotion while others are primarily interested in competency
testing for high school graduation. As a result, National Assessment
receives requests daily for information concerning minimal competency
programs and related test instruments.

National Assessment has prepared the attached set of math items in
response to this growing interest for item rescurce,pools that can be
used by state and local education agencies to custom-build their own
instruments. This is not an all-inclusive resource pool_ofminirnal
competency math items; we do hope, however, that you will find the
items useful as you develop your own, more complete, instrument.

II. The Relationship of National Assessment to Minimal-CgTpetency

National Assessment is not designed to measure minimal competency skills.
National Assessment's primary goal is to measure the changes that occur

in educational achievement over time Ten learning areas .are period-
ically assessed and the survey findings are reported to educators and
the general public.- The items used by National AssesSment are inten-
tionally developed to measure a broad range of edUcational attainments.
Some items are very difficult and relatively small numbers of students
tested are expected to respond correctly. Other items are fairly basic
and in these cases, many of the students are able to respond correctly.
While most of the assessment items are presented in a multiple-choice
format, some are open-ended and require hand scoring and some items
even call for individual administration or taping-'of student responses.
FoUr age groups are assessed: 9-year-olds, 13-year-olds, 17-year-olds

and adults (26-35). Certain items are administered to only one age-
group while others are given to two or more of the age-groups so that
data comparisons can be made.

With this background information in mind, it becomes clearly evident
that National Assessment was not desi_ned s ecificall: for minimal
competency testing. It is extremely important to keep reminding your-
self and others of-this fact as yoga begin your review of the math items.

ill



III The Selection of the NAEP Minimal Competency_ Resource Math Set

In response to the demand for minimal competency materials, National
Assessment asked eight state and local representatives to look at its
released item pool of 240 items to see if there might be some items that
could be considered appropriate for testing high school students. Each

math item was reviewed in terms of its appropriateness to be used as
a resource by states/districts in develOing minimal competency tests
for high school graduation. We were not asking for a definitive state-
ment describing minimal EEMpetencies or attempting to set standards or
passing scores or expecting to develop a complete math minimal com-
petency test. These outcomes were not considered essential to the task
at hand. Simply stated, we were interested only in identifying items
that might be appropriate for others to consider when developing their
own instruments for testing high school students.

The appropriateness of each item was rated by the reviewers as-either-
"Yes-Maybe-No." Many items received unanimous ratings as being appro-
priate. Needless to say, others received unanimous ratings as being
inappropriate. This was expected, since the NAEP items were originally
developed to measure a broader range of knowledges, skills and abilities
than implied by minimal competency testing. Also, as expected, some
items received both "Yes" and "No "' ratings and several solicited "Maybe"
ratings.

This overview of the review and rating process helps to point out the
diversity that does exist in defining minimal competency testing. To

some, the primary emphasis is on academic skills while for others the
major emphasis is application skills. Yet another dimension goes be-
yond the 3-R's and includes basic life or survival skills in such areas
as health, interpersonal relations, communications, the arts, etc. The

review process was most educational and enlightening. Many of you have
undoubtedly already experienced similar situations or if not, will most
likely experience them in the near future.

IV. The Content_ f she NAEP Minimal Comp, tenc Re-ource Math Se

The attached set contains 96 iteMs that received a "Yes" rating from
half or more of the reviewers (40 of the total. 240 math items reviewed).
The arrangement of the set of items, type of items, NAEP results, etc.
is described below:

A. Arrangementof the Items

The items are sequenced according to math content areas. As

shown in the table, some content areas have several items and
other content areas have a very limited number of items. These
math content areas are quite broad in scope and it is likely
that a particular item could be classified-Under more than one
content area. You may want to consider this as you begin to
build your testing instrument.



CONTENT AREA
Number of

Items Item Numbers

A. Number and Numeration 3 MC A01 thru A03
Concepts

B. Properties of Numbers and 4 MC B01 thru B04
Operations

C. Arithmetic Computation 33 MC CO1 thru C33

D. Estimation and Measurement 1 MC DOl thru D21

E. Algebraic Expressions 1 MC E01

F. Probability and Statistics 6 MC F01 thru -F06

-G. Geometry 10 MC GO1 thrti 010-

H. Business and Consumer Math 10 MC H01 thru H10

I. Methods of Representing 8 MC 101 thru 108
Data

B. Type of Items

Two - thirds of the items (64) are presented in a multiple-
choice format. The correct response is indicated by the
darkened oval. One-third of the items (32) are open-ended
and requir hind scoring. The correct response has been
Written on the answer line.

C. National Assessment Results

The age group(s) assessed by National Assessment and the
percent of stiAents in the nation who responded correctly
is indicated on each item. This information may be of in-
terest as you review the appropriateness of the items for
use in your minimal competency testing program.

NOTE: National Assessment results are reported on an item-
by-item basis. Since all items are not given to the same
group of students, National Assessment is not able to re-
port an overall test score, i.e., the percent of 17-year-
olds who responded correctly to all items or the percent
who responded correctly to say, 60% or 90% of the items.

V



V. You Comments

We would be very interested in receiving your comments on the appro-
priateness of the math items for your minimal competency testi;g pro-
gram. Do the open-ended items present a scoring problem? Are there
important math content areas not covered by the items? Is your program
geared towards acadeJlic skills or application skills or both? How

many of the items will you be able to use?

Please sent your commehts to: National Assessment of Educational Progress
Department of Field Services
1860 Lincoln Street, Suite 700
Denver, Colorado 80295

vi



MC

A01 A. What factional part of the figure below is shaded?

AGE 07

3 1.

B. What fractional part of figure below is shaded?

AGE To

/ 3'

ANSWER

C. What fractional 1ut of figure below is shaded?

AGE

3)

ANSWER



AMC -A01 continued)

What !'race ional part of the figure below is shaded?

AGE

7

ANSWER

MC

A02 Which one of the following expresses $10,347 to the nearest one hundred

dollars?

MC

A03

10,000

10,300

= $10,350
$10,400

AGEW!,
3

= I don't know.

1
-6- is equivalent to what percent?

c= 5 %Q

15 %©

eziai) 20%

I don't know.

AGE

'7

2 1 0



MC

001 What number is 1000 more than 3425?

c 3425
4325

:o 4425

3525

I don't know.

MC

002 A. Which number is the GRE TEST?

0.5

amp 5.0

0.005

0.05

I don't know.

B. Which number is the ri- LLEST?

c ) 2.002

0.202

0.22

0.022

I don know.

AGE

i3 8,5'
7 ?

AGE

'3 -8
17 33

AGE

'3
7



MC

B03 A, Which number is GREATER?

,000,000

800,000

I don't know.

B. Which number is GREATER?

c) 3,000
200

(=i I don't know.

315
-179

AGE

9 EU
'3 96

AGE

136

9 86
'3 97

MC

804 What two numbers should you add to check the above subtraction?

ima Add 136 to 179

Add 136 to 315

c Add 179 to 315

to I don't know.

4

AGE

13 78
'7



MC

CO1 Do the problems below.

Add:

38
+19

B Subtract:

C. --Mu

36
-19

iply:

Divide:

38
X 9

5

AGE

7,
9f

i7 97
Ac114.1-e 77

ANSWER

9

17

Acikl*

ANSWER

AGE

8
92
7.Z

63,
/7 cie)

Acht it 81

ANSWER

AGE

1

7 7.5-
A l 43

ANSWER



MC

CO2 Do the following subtraction:

1,054
- 865

AGE

9 27
3 80
7 9/

Ach4li 90

ANSWER 189

MC

CO3 What is the result of the following subtraction?

$18.08
- .99

$16.19

$17.09

$17.19

$18.09

I don't know.

AGE

13 77

MC

C04 If 23.8 is subtracted from 62.1, the result is

ear 38.3

.c=3 48.3

c= 49.3

85.9

don't know.

AGE

13



$ 3.06
10.00
9.14.
5 10.

MC

C05 What is the sum of the amounts of money shown abo

$17.20

$17.30

am $27.30

$27.20

$28.30

I don't now.

MC

C06 What is the sum of these numbers?

19, 75-r, 3, 6- 199

948

1028

EMI 1048

1127

don't know.

AGE

17 77



MC

CO7 NVli ch nornb-:' ,s CLOSEST to the nu

20

25

41=, 30

c 35

I don know.

AGE

9

9

MC

C08 What is the result of the following multiplication?

3
4

8

I don't know.

AGE 0

13 77
17 81



15 I 345

MC

C09 .t i the result when you divide the above numbers?

25

c= I don't

MC

'ClO 12 ÷

c==i 0.005

0.05

0.5

MO 5.0

_now.

c=D I don't know.

AGE

1, 80

AGE

17 419



MC

C11 If 01 -fou t

be left?

AGE
f.,gm.,,i1=ammm

MC

C12 10 X 10 X 10 X

9

17

e dots in the above figure are removed, how many dots will

ANSWER

ANSWER



MC

C13 An astronaut is to orbit th- earth in a space capsule for seven days.

drinks three pints Of water each day, how many pints of drinking watt__

will lie need for the trip?

AGE

ANSWER _
I

MC

C14 Betty's dug eats two biscuits every day. How many days will it take he doz

to finish a package of 24 biscuits?

AGE

7

MC

C15 The air temperature on the ground is 31 degrees. On top of a nearby

mountain, the temperature is -7 degrees. How many degrees difference

is there between these two temperatures?

ANSWER /0

AGE

'7 6,7
7

I9
11

ANSWER _



MC

C16 Weathermen estimate that the amount water in nine inches of snow is

the same as one ir,cl of rainfall. A certain Arctic island has an annual snow-

fall of inches. Its annual-snowfall is the same as an annual rainfall of

how many inches'?

17 8ANSWER

MC

C17 Marie tools four spelling tests. Each test 3(..1 words. On the four tests

she spelled correctly the following numbers of words:

27. and 24_

A 02C her. h w many word did she MISS on all four -test

AGE

/3

MC

C18 A sports car owner says that he

many miles could he, go on seven gallons of -oline?

S

I s per gallon ot. gasoline. How

20
12

ANSWER



MC

C19 It John drives at an average speed of 50 miles an hour, ho ors will it

take him to drive 275 mile

AGE

9 6
13 4/4

7 70
Adult 4,1

ANSWER

MC

C20 In a school electiect with three candidates. Joe received 120 votes. Mary

received 50 yokes. and George received 30 voics, percent of the

total number of votes did Joe rec

AGE 70
ANS% .R

17

7 q6
Ad 1-k 47

MC

C21 Candidate A received 70 percent of the votes cast an election. if 4,200 votes

are cast in the election, how many ,votes did he receiv

AGE

3

Aelidt

43

ANSWER



C22 if there are 300 calories in nine ounces of a certain food, how many calories

are there in 'a three-ounce portion of that '-;)o

AGE al

17 7.2_

Add- so

ANSWE /00

MC

C23 In one year, a government department spent the following sums on four

projects:

Project A: S 1 ,954,164

Project B: S 1,120,055

Project C: S 4,170,522

:?roject D: S 750,572

Approximately how many 1411LLIONS of dollars were spent on these four

.projects? Give your answer to the nearest MILLION dollars.

AG E ale

Ac141-E 6.3

MC

C24 A parking lot .charges 35 cents for the first hour and 25 cents for ea

additional hour or fraction of an hour. For acar parked from 10:45 in

the morning until 3:05 in the afternoon, how much rhoney should be

charged?

AGE'

IT 41'8

4 -7

ANSWER



MC

C25 John has 382 stamps in his stamp collection, Greg has 224, Pete has 310 and

Bob has 175. The number of stamps the boys have altogether is CLOSEST to

which one of the following numbers?

900

1000

aim 1100

1200

1 don't know.

AGE

9 3I

MC

C26 l r. Johnson used 13 gallons of gasoline in driving 208 miles. How

many miles to the gallon did he get?

12 miles per gallon AGE

15 miles per gallon 1,

16 miles per gallon

18, miles per gallon

I don kcnow.

15



MC

C27 In a certain company, 54 of the 85 employees are women. The

percent of employees who are women is equal to

54
100 AGE

100 17
85

an 100 X

100 X

54

I don't know.

MC

C28 A salesman's commission on a car costing $2250 is $3 0. His

commission is what percent of the cost?

AGE

17 23

MC = I don't know.
C29 A state changes its sales tax from 3 percent to 4 percent. How much

ADDITIONAL ses tax would you now pay on a new car that

costs $2,760.00?

C=2

2.76

11.04

27.60

1:=D -110.40

16

I don't know.

/AGE'

17 Li



C30 Mr.-Simmons put a wire fence all the way around his rectangular

garden. The garden is nine feet long and five feet wide. How many

feet of fencing did he use?

c= 14 feet AGE

3 feet

feet

c=, 45 feet

() I don't know.

13 3-7

'MC

C31 A rocket was directed at a target 525 miles south of the launching

point. It landed 624 miles south of the launching point. By how

many miles did it miss its

1 mile

99 Miles

101 miles

c---) 109 miles

1149 miles

I don't know.



MC

C32 Jim and his family took a 3 day trip. On the first day they drove 287

miles, on the second day they drove 302 mileS, and on the third day

they drove 95 miles. How many miles did they drive in the 3 days?

589 miles

= 674 miles

CM 684 miles

= 705 miles

= I don't know.

AGE

l3

MC

C:33 if a jet plane flies at a.n average speed of 600 miles per hour , ABOUT

how long will it take to travel 2975 miles? (-Express your answer to

the NEAREST WHOLE NUMBER of hours

r= 1 hour

4 hours

imp 5 hours

'ir= 178,500 hours

don't know.

AGE

2



MC

001 An angle may he measured in units called

cen tirneters.

degrees.

cD grams.

inches.

c I don t know.

AGE

IS-
13 eo9

17 '21I

ASK It

MC

002 Twenty minutes is what part of an hour?

AGE_

17 83

4

I don't know.



MC

003 Which one of these means three hours after midnight?

L) 9 a.m. AGE

3c=i 9 p. 8

an 3 a.m.

c) 6 p.

I don know.

MC

004 A worker went to his job at 7:45 a.m. turned home exactly

10 hours later. At what time did he reach home?

c= 4:45 p.m.

ono 5:45 p. n.

7:55 p.m.

8:45 p.m.

J I don't know.

AGE _
1

MC

DO5 Sally worked from 4:25 p.m. 5:00 p.m. How rn

work?

35 minutes

75 minutes

125 minutes

135 minutes

I don't know.

AGE

13 7-r.

-Y did she



MC

005 In one week Joe worked: 15 minutes on Monday

10 minutes on Tue.day

30 minutes on Wednesday

20 minutes on Thursday

45 minutes on Friday

In mil, how much did he work during this e k?

C

1 hour

100 minutes

2 hours

2 hours and 20 minutes

1 hour and 50 minutes

I don't know.

MC

007 1 _ound 8 ounces minus 10 ounces

2 ounces

CD 8 ounces

me 14 ounces

cz) 16 ounces

I don't know.

AGE

'3 to 3

AGE

17 81



MC

008 George was born on December 1, 1958, and Sara was born on May 1,

1961. How much older than Sara is George?

MC

DO9

WED 2 years, 5 months

2 years, 6 months

2 years, 7 months

3 years, 4 months

3 years, 5 months

don't know.

AGE 7
13 '0

0 months old. iat is her age in years and months?

1 year, 24 months

2 years, 0 months

ara 2 years, 6 months

3 years, 0 months

c I don't know.

AGE S,
'3



MC

010 A gallon of asphalt paint will cover about 250 square feet of surface

area. This paint is sold in gallon cans only. How many gallon cans

are needed to paint a driveway 48 feet long and 10 feet wide?

MC

011

--lion cans

3 gallon cans

250 gallon cans

480 gallon.cans

don't know.

Curtains six feet seven inches long are needed fora set of windows. Which

one of the following standard curtain lengths is CLOSEST to the length

required?

56 inches

72 inches

84 inches

.=.) 90 inches

I don't know.

23



MC

012 If you are calling your grandmother on the telephone, and the operator says,

"Sixty-five cents, please." which set of coins would NOT total 650 ?

6 dimes and 1 nickel

2 quarters, 1 dime and 1 nickel

1 quarter, 3 nickels and 2 dimes

cz) 13 nickels

3 dimes and 7 nickels

I don't know.

AGE 70

.2 79

MC

013 Joe gave a clerk a dollar for two dime candy ba- s and a nickel package of

gum. If the tax was one penny, what change should he get back?

OW 2 quarters, 2 dimes and 4 pennies

2 quarters, 1 dime and 4 pennies

2 quarters, 4 nickels and 1 penny

cn 2 quarters, 2 nickels and 4 pennies

I don't know.

AGE

17 39



MC

D14 A person is standing on the scale below weighing se How muc1 does

he weigh?

C-) 59 pounds

amp 61 pounds

C=D 62 pounds

63 pounds

(=D I don know.

AGE
/3

MC

D15 Ginny's dress pattern calls for 72 inches of velvet ribbon., Ribbonis

by the foot. Which one of the following will tell her how many FEET.

of ribbon she should buy?

72,= 3 AG E

(72 + 3) X 12 13

72 12

c= 72 36

I don't know.



MC

016 Independence Day comes on Monday, July 4, what the the next

onday after Independenc- Day?

AGE ANSWER

MC

017 If you have two nickels, one quarter and four pennies, how much money do

you have all together'?

MC

018 A man bought two pounds of cheese in eight-ounce packages. How many

packages did he buy?

AGE

7-

A du. it

ANSWER LI

MC

1719 How many quarts are there in one gallon?

AGE

9 ciLi

3 84



MC

020 A turk v is to be cooked 20 Minutes for each pound. It a for

125 pounds is to be done by 5:00 p.m. , what time should tt !i. put in to

cook?

Ming

AGE

I-7 37
Adult

ANSWER
P..

MC

021 If one inch is equivalent 25 miles on the map shown below, about how

far is it between Chugwater and Wellington'? Use the ruler you have been

given

AGE

I3 74
I-7 87

Adult

27



MC

E01 Vhat ;s the LENGTH of a rectangle whose perimeter is 10 feet and

whose width is 2 feet? The formula for the perimeter P of a

rectangle of length L and width W is P 2W.

(=D 2 feet

3 feet

6 feet

10 feet

12 feet

don't know.

AGE

17

3, 5, 8, 5, 12, 3, 8

MC

F01 To obtain the average (arithmetic

sum should be divided by

4

6

1

44

I don know.

28

of the set of numbers above, their



MC

F02 To find the average

MC

F03

etic mean) of a set of 5 nu--- e

to find the sum of the numbers and then

divide by

divide by 5

c multiply by 2

multiply by 5

I don't ow.

A student scored an average of 80 on the first 6 tests of a semester and
fi

an average of 74 on the next 3 tests. What was his average (arithmetic

mean) for the 9 tests?

74

8

80

c=3 77

I don't know.

29

AGE



MC

F04 The probability that patients with a particular disease will h cured

by a certain .medicine. Approximately how many cures would you expect

in a random sample of 100 patients having this disease who are treated

with this medicine?

c=) 75

c= I don't know.

AGE

17

MC

F05 At a carnival booth you can win a prize by guessing the color ofa marble

drawn from a jar. If you know that there are 25 red, 25 green, 25 yellow,

and 25 blue marbles in the jar, what are your chances of winning a prize

on your first try?

MC

F06

aft 1 out of 4

C= l out of 25

(=z) 4 out of 25

c=) 25 out of 75

I don't know.

Last summer Todd earned S105,

What is the av

AGE
ft =.

13 38
17 4 1

Acit4ii 6 9

AG£

/ 3

arned SS i2. and Dale earned 3400.

their summer inc i-es"

30

ANSWER



MC

GO1 Which one of the following figures is a rectangle?

A&E

'3

czzi I don't know.

.I=WmlaM.M

se3

MC

GC 2 If the diameter of a circle is 16 inches in length-, what is the lEligth in

inches of the circle's __radius?

c= 4 inches

8 inches

16 inches

32 inches

I don'

ugracimuimmamosisigir



G03 Which one of the figures below has the same area the fide above?

5

I don't know.

4 0

3Z

2

AGE

7 9



MC

G04 What is the diameter of a circle with a radius of four inches'?

MC

GOS

2 inches

4 inches

8 inches

c=i 16 inches

cm I don't know.

A

D

n the square pictured above, what is the AREA of, triangle ABD?

10 square feet

(=. 20 square feet

50 square feet

100 square feet

I don't Know.
4 1

AGE
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MC

GO6 The dia a below is part of a map.

A; (D, locates which town?

(=D Hooterville

(=D Juniper

Mayville

as Sun City

don't know.

4 2

34
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(MC-G06 continued)

B. Which coordinates locate Juniper?

I don't know.

5 inche

MC

G07 The total distance around the above square is

4 + 5 inches

5 + 5 inches

me 4 X 5 inches

5 X 5 inches

I don't know.

4

AGE
3



6

5 ft.

MC

GO8 How many 1-foot-square tiles would be needed to cover a floor having

the dimensions shown in the drawing?

5 tiles

6 tiles

30 tiles

c= 300 tiles

c= I don know.

36
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MC

G09 ESTIMATE the shaded area of this Ii re in square units,

8 square units

am 10 square units

= 12 square units

cn 14 kiti3X6 units

_ don't kn

4

37

AGE
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MC

G10 Look at the pictures below. How many blocks does it take to fill the crate.

BLOCK CRATE

4 6

ANSWER
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WEIGHT IN POUNDS OF FOUR BOYS

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0

Joe Sam Bob Jim

MC

104 A. Which boy weighs the most?

Joe

= Sam
OMb Bob

Jim

I don't know.

How much does Jim eigh?

60 pounds

70 pounds

80 pounds

90 pounds

don't know.

47
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Federal Grails for Education 1966-1'170

Year

Expenditures
(0 $500 million)

1966 EID0000DE10000

1967 000000000000000

1968 000E100. 00000000

1969 0000000000000000
1970 00000000000000000

MC

105 According to the chart, for which year did federal an for education

decrease from the prior year.

= 1966
= 1967
OM 1968

= 1969
1970

= I don't know.

48
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MC

106 Here is a table that shows the number of reds planted alone

week.

Days of the We

Number of Trees Planted

in a

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Th,.csday Friday

80 50 50 90

On the diagram below, draw a line graph to show the total number of

plantings throughout the week. The first two days' plantings have been

drawn for you. Use the ruler you have been given draw the graph.

SCO

plott

100

60

40

2

0
Mori.

: poi

;.e.

Tues.

Corregc_

esfen .her

Wed.

Day of Week '

a+ +4c cro s

peani Lo:+h;n/8 :-h) and ke ber

L;ftes r3 &43 beL s-trck:1
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WHEAT PRODUCTION FOR FIVE COUNTRIES, 1910 -60
(IN MILLIONS OF BUSHELS )

1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960

COUNTRY A 1,310 1,550 I,81O 2,040 2,310 2,550.

COUNTRY B 440 480 610 820 980 1,200

COUNTRY C 340 395 440 580- 710 970
COUNTRY D 205 230 305 320 390 415

COUNTRY E 60 70 75 140 2 -5 360

MC

107 How much wheat was grown by Country C in 1920?

230 bushels

(=, 395 bushels

c=3 230,000,000 bushels

ow 395,000,000 bushels

970,000,000 bushels

(=z) I don't know.

50
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Mc

108 The graph on the opposite page shows the monthly productio of Company X

during 1971.

A. The greatest drop in production from one month to the next occurred

between what two ni/mths?
AGa

13
17 la.

Ac114, I-E 43 ANSWER 6 ber

The diri' erence between maximum and minimum monti;ly production

during 1971 was approximately how t zany units.

AGE

13 7
17
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IC -108 con nued)
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MONTHLY PRODUCTION IN 1,000'S OP UNITS 1971
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